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George Bronner:  Everything can change. All patterns can be broken. Terrible habits can be replaced with fantastic ones, but not if you keep doing the same thing.

Female:  You are listening to BrothersoftheWord.com. This is the sermon titled, “Albert Einstein’s Definition of Insanity” by George Bronner. This sermon is number 4513.

(Music Playing: 00:00:19 - 00:00:31)

Female:  And now for, Albert Einstein’s Definition of Insanity.

George Bronner:  Hello, I am George Bronner and this month I’ve experienced on a physiological level that reciprocating energy changes your energy. So, basically this month, there was an individual that was rather negative. They’ve always been negative and I’ve always remained positive or neutral about it. But I decided that maybe I should just throw some slick shade. It actually felt nice. So, I kept doing it and for the span of two weeks I began to become more and more toxic without even realizing it. Until the third week of the month and then I finally realized that I’m the problem. Because outside of just being negative with them as they were negative with me, I begin to do it with other people and I begin to truly see that it was rubbing off of me. But, that’s not actually the topic of the message.

What I was here to talk about was, Albert Einstein’s definition of insanity, which is, and I quote “The definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over and getting the same result, but expecting a different one.”

So, basically, I believe that I could disprove this definition because two things had happened: patterns that have been set and engraved for years or months at least were finally being broken and I thought that maybe this definition was just outdated. But it wasn’t until today that I realized this definition that is centuries old is most definitely still true.

So, firstly my friend had whole bunch of relationship problems with a single person. It was just consistent problems and then, it started to look fantastic. Everything was going perfectly for them. And then just today, the problems continued.
George Bronner:

But my main point came from a dream, really. And the backstory to this dream is my mother is my comfort whenever I have nightmares when I was younger. Whenever I had nightmares, I would call for her and I would run to her.

But in this dream, I was having a nightmare. I woke from the nightmare and I went to my mother. I expected it to be comforting, but for some reason everything was just completely off. I could tell that I was having a nightmare. I didn’t know I was dreaming of course and there was just nothing scary yet.

You know, whenever you know you’re in a nightmare, but the antagonist just hasn’t been shown to you yet and you’re just waiting for that jump scare that’s going to make you wake up in a cold sweat, I was looking for that.

When I was standing in her doorway I was greeted by an energetic “Hey,” which was rather weird because if I remember correctly, it was around 4:00 a.m. in the dream, so I would assume my mother to be asleep.

In the corner of her room her was a little light source that by no means should have been able to illuminate the whole room, but everything was well lit except for her. So, I approached the bed and I never looked directly at her. But when I got there, I began to focus. I began to look towards her and right before reaching her face she woke me up in real life.

Now, immediately I thought that this is just more evidence that this theory isn’t true. From a dream, a pattern being broken mentally of course, it wasn’t in reality. But then, when I further thought about it because the first pattern clearly still being there, I realized that her waking me up from this nightmare where she could have been the antagonist just showed that she’s still my protector, still my comforter because she saved me from the reality of her potentially being a villain in my mind. My subconscious knew that everything that ever scared me could be comforted by her.

In the past, I’ve had nightmares with the objective was to reach my mother. Because no matter how ferocious the demon, how much of an abomination of the monster, my mother would keep me safe. And for the first time it seems like, my mother could be the enemy, but as usual she saved me.
George Bronner: So, my final statement on that specifically is, another Einstein quote. And I quote, “A person that has never made a mistake has never tried anything new.” I thought that this law, this definition was rather basic. That there was no possible way a statement so general couldn’t be disproved.
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So, I got two very strong points that I truly believed couldn’t be disproved and both in the same day within the span of five minutes were completely proved to be invalid. If anything came to your mind, any pattern that just seems too good to be true that you haven’t even done anything to change, you just been doing the same thing and if it started to look a little bit different, prepare for it to come back on you.

Everything can change. All patterns can be broken. Terrible habits can be replaced by fantastic ones, but not if you keep doing the same thing. This is my imagination station. I hope you enjoy it.

Female: You are listening to BrothersoftheWord.com. This was the sermon titled, “Albert Einstein’s Definition of Insanity” by George Bronner. This sermon is number 4513. That’s 4513. To listen to thousands of free sermons or to send this sermon number 4513 to a friend, go to BrothersoftheWord.com.

Nathaniel Bronner: If this message has been a blessing to you and you would like to help support this ministry, go to iwanttogive.com. That’s iwanttogive.com.

Female: Listen to BrothersoftheWord.com often because brother, you’ll need the Word.

(Music Playing: 00:06:15 – 00:06:21)
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